Spring Quarter 2015 non-language courses related to the study of the Middle East

Note: This partial list of courses is for students on the “modern” MA track.

Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
- NEAA / 30005, Archaeology of the Ancient Near East-5: Islamic Period; Whitcomb
- NEHC / 10101, Intro To The Middle East; Lauricella
- NEHC / 30503, Islamic History & Society-3: The Modern Middle East; Shissler
- NEHC / 30603, Islamic Thought and Literature-3; Bashkin
- NEHC / 30635, History & Modern Arabic Literature: Temporalities, Modernities, Adaptations; Bashkin
- NEHC / 30636, Surv: Clsc Arabic Lit In Trans; Qutbuddin
- NEHC / 30645, History of the Fatimid Caliphate; Walker
- NEHC / 30765, Introduction to the Musical Folklore of Central Asia, Arik
- NEHC / 30884, Brighter Side of Balkans: Humor & Satire in Literature & Film; Ilieva and Friedman
- NEHC / 30893, Sem: WWI in the Ottoman Empire-1; Shissler
- NEHC / 30987, A History of Travel and Travelers in Armenia and the Caucasus; Franklin
- NEHC / 35148, Israel in Film and Ethnography; Morris
- NEHC / 36914, Death in the Classical World: Texts and Monuments; Torallas-Tovar
- NEHC / 40583, Ottoman Diplomatics/Paleogrphy, Fleischer
- NEHC / 41004, Shi’ism and Modernity, Doostdar

Art History
- ARTH / 44014, Seminar: The Veneration of Icons in Byzantium: History, Theory and Practice; Krause

Divinity School
- HREL / 45200, Historiography for Historians of Religions; Lincoln
- ISLM / 34000, Muslin Worship; PENDING
- ISLM / 40384, Pre-Islamic Poetry: Mu’allaqat, Sa’alik, ritha’; Qutbuddin
- ISLM / 41100, Animal Spirituality in the Middle Ages, Robinson
- RLST / 28015, Religion and Politics in a Secular Age; Hartikainen

History
- HIST / 22404, The Crusaders and the Mediterranean World; Mathieu
- HIST / 23308, Gender, Sex, and Empire; Heuring
- HIST / 23515, Relations of Western & Eastern-Euro Jews in the Long 19th Century; Diner
- HIST / 31702, Byzantine Empire 610-1025; Kaegi
- HIST / 32203, Holy Roman Empire, 800-1500; Lyon
- HIST / 33200, Twentieth-Century European History; Geyer
- HIST / 33304, Emergence of Capitalism; Sewell
- HIST / 39301, Human Rights-1; Laurence
- HIST / 40203, Colloquium: Colonial African History; Osborn
- HIST / 49401, Colloquium: History in the Anthropocene; Chakrabarty
- HIST / 49501, Colonial and Postcolonial Intimacies: African, Indian and European Encounters; Majumdar and Cole
- HIST / 55500, Colloq: Colonialism, Globalization, Postcolonialism; Austen
- HIST / 56102, Emancipation: Jews between Civil Equality & Collective Rights; Diner

International Studies
- INST / 29609, The League of Nations and the Reordering of the Middle East; Staff

Political Science
- PLSC / 33710, Neoliberalism in Comparative Perspective; Dawson and Wedeen
- PLSC / 39900, Strategy; Pape
- PLSC / 40500, States and Institutions in Comparative Perspective; Lessing
- PLSC / 41203, Political Regimes and Transitions; Albertus
- PLSC / 41301, Terrorism, Insurgency, and Martyrdom; Pape
- PLSC / 41500, Nationalism in the Age of Globalization; Mearsheimer
- PLSC / 42420, Approaches to the History of Political Thought; Pitts
- PLSC / 51800, Ideology; Wedeen
- PLSC / 51900, Feminist Philosophy; Nussbaum

South Asian Languages and Civilizations
- SALC / 39501, India in World History c.1750-1980 and the World in the Twentieth Century; Bayly